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VPM’s TMC Law College salutes the Almighty for the blessings, pays its immeasurable gratitude to the past and present trustees and members of Vidya Prasarak Mandal.

We genuinely bear in mind the valuable role of heads, teachers and supporting staff of all these long years and thankfully acknowledge them for their services.

We record our sincere thanks to all our sister institutions for their support and best wishes.

We owe our gratitude to the Government of Maharashtra, DHE and our Joint Directors and the University of Mumbai.

The college gratefully acknowledges the invaluable contribution of the honourable judges, advocates,
government officials, NGO personnel, corporate officials who visited the college at various times to guide and motivate our students.

The college gratefully acknowledges the assistance and guidance of the courts where our students visited for practical training—more specially the Thane Courts. The college thanks the advocates and law firms immensely for assisting with internships and visits for our students.

We will fail if we do not mention our thanks to the thousands of students who enrolled in the college, participated in teaching learning, contributed to legal aid activities, secured ranks and prizes and made all college activities meaningful. Students keep us inspired, spirited and working. Thank you dear students!

- Management, Principal, staff and students